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of authoring, revising, and managing instructional materials. A microfiche system was,designed, utilizing existing AIS.
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(one with text and the other with graphics) which are projected simultaneously.

Apptkations were then developed in which specific MS lessons were formitted for multi-track, color intensive
presentation on microfiche. In addition; black tests were produced also using COM production techniques.
Classroom trials were conducted and the microfiche systenis were evaluated.

, kThe Dual-Fiche concept charts a path that promises to be a 'cost-effective ahem five to existing AIS
instructional media and promises the additional benefit of routine update and revision of instructional modules that
combine text and Raphics.
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SUMMARY

The feasibility of using microfiche as an alternative medium for
the,delivery of technical,training has been investigated. The objective
of this study was 6 develop microfiche formats for, selected types of
instructional bateriali, .to produce the materials utilizing the formats
developed,,to conduct student tpials of the microfiche in courses cur-
rently Using the Advanced Instructional System (AIS), and to determine
the'optimal approach for continuing to,ibuild the microfiche capability
within the AIS.,

Backgr?und

The AIS media subsystem utilizes "alternative track" instructional
modules that rely heavi.ly on illustrations, either photographs or graph-
ic renderings. These modules are presently delivered by audiovisual
'media, Illustrated. Texts', and video systems. Where large learning cen-
ters are involved1 these materials accumulate and create administrative
burdens that could be addressed if the microfiche were adapted to the
learning environment. The applications envisioned were: (I) the con-
version of'color intensive AV modules,to microfiche; (2) the formatting
of the microfiche to'deliver both primary and alternative track modules
in an integrated "multi-track" module, and (3) the use'of microfiche in
testing and test control as well as .a primary instructional medium.

.

.

hie:glicrofiche medium offers proven advantages in the'management,
'storage, and retrieVal of information, and it has potential cost advan-
tages. The study was directed.toward developing microfiche formatting,
concept* and microfiche producilibn methods to capture the power of the
medium for delivery of both text and illustrations in an instructional
enviiionment.

Approach

The approach taken was to devige microfiche system that met
administrative and Rroduction criteria; classroom trials were conducted
to determine if the system met student use criteria. The system is
called the Dual-Fiche concept. The Dual-Fiche concept provides a way to
separate the production of the text component of an instructional module
from the production of the graphics component, and yet combjne'or merge
the two types of information at the point Of use- he microfiche reader.

11The purpose of this development was to bring t .power of Computer
Output Microfilm (COM) to bear directly on 'the prob ems of updating and
revising instructional materials while gaining the flexibility necessary
ta- produce graphics (particularly color-intensive graphics) consistent
with content formatting requirements% mThe'concept should be understood
as involOng twojipansparencies, one with text and the other with graph-

ics. Images friSa-each transparency are projected simultaneously, much
as is done with complex viewgraphs having registered overlays that are

Orojected together.



Prototype development confirmed the feasibility of the Dual-Fiche
eoncept. Applications -were then develoned in' which nine lessons on
Basic Soldering Techniques wete formatted for multi-track, color inten-
sive presentation on microfiche. In.addition, block tests were produced
also using the COM production techniques: Classroom trials were con-
ducted'and tpe microfidhe systems were evaluated. The nine leSsons were
prepared in two different versions in order to gain experience with
different microfiche formatting techniques. .The techniques were asso-
ciated with different costs of production.and they demonitrated basic .
principles that affect the way teit and graphics can be integrated on,
microfiche.

Results and Conclusions

This study engaged,the family of issues that surround the develop-
ment of microfiche as an instructional medium. The development of the
Dual-Fiche concept charts a path that promises to be a cost-effective
alternative to audiovisua3 media and it promises the additional benefit
of routine update and revision of instructional modules that combine
text and graphics. No serious problems were encountered in the class-
room trials and it appars that student aeceptance of the medium
high. Further development of the concept is recommended but such devel4
'opment should take place in a training environment where significant
administrative values accrue because of the need to update or revise
.instructional materials. Testing applications are obvious candidates.
The optimal path is onew.ilik which furt6er developments are -routinely
incorporated in a course of instruction, evalUated, and new developments
incorporated in an iterative fashion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1

Implementation of the Advanced Instructional System (AIS) called
for the use of a broad range of instructional media, some traditional,
same innqvative, but all designed to complement individualized, self-
paced, computer-managed training. The AIS is a prototype system merging
computer Atchnology and media development for the administration and
management of individualized technical training on a large scale. It is
within the framework of this system development thit the feasibility of
using microfiche as an alternative medium for the delivery of instruc-"
tion has been investigated:

Interest in the potential of microform, specifically microfiche, as
lb an instructional medium stems from two considerations: (I) the medium

ihas proven ad4antages in the management, storage, and retrieval of
information, and (2) the medium promises significant cost advantages
when it is compared with other, media. The problem addressed in this
resparch was to determine when and how. the proven and potential advan-
tages of the microfiche could be realized in an instructional environ-
ment--the AIS environment as a practical case in point. The microfiche
medium is an attractive option for a host of administrative reasons, but
-the feasibility of microfiche.in instructional applications must finally
be assessed in terms of its contribution to technical training objec-
tives. . I

4-

The objective of this study was to determine the feasibility of
using innovative microfiche formats for selected types of instructional
materials, to produce the materials utilizing the formats developed, to
cbnduct student trijals of the microfiche.in an ongoing AIS environment,
and to determine the optimal avenue for a continued microfiche capa-
bility within tht AIS at Lowry AFB. .

Background
-

AIS instructional modifies (some 500 in number supporting four
courses representtng three Air Force career specialities) are classified
as either primary or alternate track in nature. In most AIS courses,
the primary track is a print medium. Alternate track modules -are de-.
signed to meet lesson objettives as the primary track and can
be delivered y audiovisual media, Illustrated lots,* or alternate
forms of print media. Alteenate riodules are firther delineated .by
distinctions of "media overlap" or'"multi-tracking.". Media .overlap
constitutes adaptation to another instructional medium with only thote
changes necessary for the adaptation UT the new medium in evidence.
Multi-tracking implies a major restructuring of the content to meet a
particular instructional strategy, difficulty leVel, orrapproach. These
"multi-tra;king" and "media overlap" modules were considered by the Air

9llustrated Texts, pictured in Figure I, make intensive use of
illustrations in a book format; the intensive use of illustrations is
characteristic of AIS alternative track modules.

ty



Fate Human.Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) to be potential candidates for
microfiche implementation, along vith certain progression testing appli-
cations.

In planning for this study, AFHRL also considered the potential
utility of Computer ()put Microfiche (COM). This technology could link
the computer-based lesson development,capabilities inherent in the AIS
with the direct production of course materials on microfiche. While the

. limited griphicsIcapability of the COM impose constraints on its use for
AIS instructional modules, student-testing applications were thought to
be practical. "-

Further, it was, thought that 'the aticrofictif might be a cost.-

pffective substitute for prenarrated filmstrips if.sote way could be
found to accommodate the problem of mergtng text and illustrations_ An
effective merger wouldr be diffiiult because the microfiche technology
has evolved with emphasis on data-an&documentation characteristifs;
hence; microfiche with the,negative idage polarity and high information
density is foundin'the printed4ext elements. 1,The film-based component
of instructional media, dn the other, hand, has'evolved with emphasis on
the characteristics of the visual content; hence, filmstrips,and-slide
presentations with cOlor illustrations with low information density are
together with,printed text elements.

A research agenda formulated from.these speculations was focused on
specific AIS applications:

.1. The use of microfiche formats in structuring multiple level
(multi-track) instructional imaterials

The usp of COM for the generati9n and control f tets'and
test iiftms

0

. 3. The use of _color microfiche as a substitute for traditional
prenarrated sound-slide or filmst, formats.

This agenda "Was used to guide the investigation reported here and to
ensure that the feasibility of microfiche .applications,within the AIS
framework was broadly examined.

Principal Phases in the Study

The 0.44y began with an assessmeRt of the characteristics of AIS
instructienal materials and the AIS environment. Preliminary plans were
developed for implementation of the microficte products, including
equipment acquisition. The Dual-Fiche concept for merging color illus-
trations and COM-generated text was formulated during this phase and the
preliminary development of the concept was completed, including .verifi-
cation-of the technical feasibility for fiche production. Section II of
the report discusses this phase of the study.

The,second phase of the study-involved the development oeMateilals
for testing applications and for classroom trials. A performance-
oriented block of instruction was selected for the classlom trials, and
two versions of the instructional content were developid. This phase

3



intluded the development oi

issues involved in th pre ntation of cdlor-intenOve illustratiogs and

text (Section III).

Classroom iqlepentaf on constituted the third phise of-the study,

and-the results of ese trials/0re considere0 to demonstrate the.feasi-

Ability of COM-generated m4crofiche applidations twoblo4h testing appli-

w cations 4nd as an integral part,of the Dual-kiche concept fejr the del-iv-

ery of, color intensiwe, multi-track instructional modules (Section IV).

che formatting concepts that engaged basic

Recommendations

As will be seen in the discussion preSnted in this report, each

phase of work was:disciplined by a concern with haw techic.ajtraining

could be enhanced through further development of microfilm applic tions.

These corisiderations were the driving,force behind the formulation of

the Dual-Fiche concept -and the attention given,to integration ofpro-

duction techniques into the capabilities of the-AIS anti the Air Force

trainpg syStems More generally. RecoMmendations for further develop-

,ment are presented in Section V, 'along with information concerning the

cost-effectiveness of microfiche applidltions.

or

41.
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DEVLOPMENT OF THEJOUAL-FICHE CONCEi'T
t

.The initial effort made in this study waa to condpg arid document
a feasibility survey within the existing AIS program to determine op-
tional-applications areas far microfiche implementation and to
the'selection of viewing equipment. The four courses of ins uction
employing:the AIS.were anallyzed'in an effort taestab]ish crit for
'ielectinOpartkular application areas.*. .

'The ptrpose of the survey can be clarified by examining Figure 2.
_where -a flaw ,chart showing the steps required to prepare and produce AIS

-
materials is presented. _The shaded Area on the chart i-epresents th

scope, acXions, .and limitati,ons of the overall sit.udy when camper
stile technical and management requirements for introduciii courseware on
a lage sale. This perspective is important because it demonstrates

' the context in which the results-of the study must be evaluated:

4.

ReStilts of the Feasibility Survey

The survey effort resulted in the incorporation of administrative
criteria, along with criteria related to the use of instructional
ales. As a practical matter, it was apparent, that the applicattons
chosen %hould.be limited to stabl.e-blocks of instruction, at least for
the duration of the study.. It was found that stability could be,guaran-
teed only for a limited nimber of AIS modules: 'The transition of MS-
from a.reseetchproject to an.operational-system within the Air Training
toMmand (ATC) was planned ,for Januiry 1978, and curri-culum reviSions.
were generally anticipated in.each of the AIS'courset. To make.matters
somewhat 'easier, it was found that alternate track AIS modules were
'generally of the same length and:of consiitent 'format (e.g.; Illustrated
Texts from different blocks were similar), with no disttnguishing char-
acteristics that might influence the selection of application 'a'rea
except-for content.

i

The i. nitial impression that access to %table blocka,of instruction
might be more.impdrant as a selecttmcritesicn.thattAhe character-
istics of the existing instructional modules7was. reinforced 140eri the
contents of particular modules were studied. TheSe modules Wye ana-
lyzed at the suggestion Of co0se personnel on the assumet' n,that they

111)1
represented .stable blocks of instruction and that, if .; ici-offiche

0"conversion were successful, the converted materials m0ght be used
. ..

roytinely,after a pdriod of classroot evaluation.

Tha,--analysis indicated that conversion of the 'modules epuld be
approached. on .a rather Straightforward basis if the module was con-
sidered to stand alone. For example: The Illustnated Script is a hard

*40

mThe four courses in which the 'AIS was'implemented at Lowry AIFB
nv-were Ientory Management (IM), Materiel Facqities (MF),

- Measuring Equipment (PME), and WeaponS'Mechanic The-MM course was
redesignated Aircraft Armament Systems' Technician in 1978.

1

i ;1st
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copy version of the narrated filmstrip. 'Three illustrations from.the
filmstrip are formatted along the left-hand side of a page and the
associated barratfon is printed to the right of each picture. A stan-
dard 98 image microfiche could be used to reProduce a similar format in
color, perhaps organiied by column rather than row in order ,to better
capture the sequential nature of the instruction.

A similar approach co94 be taken with the 1lTustrated Texts. The
standard 63 image COM'microfiche could be used to reproduce. the plus-
trated Text im a two-pagesnat-a-time format. , Such approaches were
considered 141.be trivial. Even though each approach could be refined,
the problem that remains is how to integrate the microfiche modules into
blwk qf instruction.

- Further examination af these selected blocks of instruction demon-
strated that different patterns in the implementation of the microfiche
could be expected es a result of the different-approaches taken in the
design and selection of the A1S materials for particular blocks ot
instruction. For example, in Block 8, Lesson 8 (PME)fi the multi-
-tracking concept was implemented through the use of differentscombina-
Mons of the alternative track modules in conjunction with programmed
texts (the, primary-trick).and Technical Orders (T0s). Each combination
(there were four Rossible) suggested a' different microfiche formatting'
concept. Each of the other blocks had equally complex but different
patterns in the way'the lesson Modules were implemented. In Block 6
(WM), the six.A1S lessons employed either programmed texts or audio-
visual (AV) modules as the primary track, each used in conjunction with
an appropriate TO. The AV modules were reserved for performance- to

oriented training and this "use environment" clearly 'dictated the AV
choice. The problem in terms of implementing,the microfiche applica-
tions appeared to be one of finding a common denominator so that a
single hardware syste (with some variations) could be designed to enjoy
wide applicability with A1S.

The common denomminator emerged in a surprising.way. A basic diffi-
culty with instructional modules (and training materials more generally)
is upating or modifying contents isn response to changing environments,
both fnternal and external to a training school. The need for basic
.improvement in the abi.lity to incorporate changes,was dramatized by the
A1S trantition, but the underlying need'was manifest-414-0g thd"process
of identifying stable candidate blocks and lessons for microfiche imple'-
ientation. Thus, it became appai=ent that one of.the driteria for pur-
suing the microftche application should be ea of updating ttle contents

of instructional modules. This realizatj led to ihe decision to
employ computer output microfilm as the,4ñans for-ptodking. el text
portions of A1S modules as well as for the production of test iteMs (one
of the-specified application areas for this inifestigation).

This decision introduced a new challenge, that of finding a way to
incorporate graphics, including.color illustrations and flat art, with
the COM-produced Microfiche. 'This challenge stimulated the development
of a concept for merging information recorded on separate microfiche.

t.
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The Dual-Fiche Concept
4 eV

The Dtial-Fichesgifeept envisionecka system of fiche production that
would use a COM-produced positive microfiche to dellver the text portion
of an Anstrational module end a color microfiche to deliver the'graphic

,pOrtion of the instruction. By placing the text and the graphics in
reterved areas on each film, it appeared possible to merge the text and
graphics using the projection systet of the reader. Merging of the text

and graphiCs appeared to involve only the careful registration of the
two fiche Idhile placing the 'respective films tn emulsion-to-emulsion
contact. rt was thought that a custom-rmade, clear plastic ehvelope

could promide the necessary registration while helping tq keep the

microfiche clean.

sr. . Y"

The concept had unique advantages when examined in light of the
results obtained from the survey of application areas. For example,

updating the'text portion of the microfiche couid,be done withdut repro-

cessing arty of the graphics! The COM fiche that has outdated infor-
mation is simply disposed of and a new COM'revision packaged with -the
fiche containing the graphics. In this way, the high unit cost compo-
nent of the module, e.g., the polor graphics, -can be reused while the

lov'unit cost component can be replaced as needed. Some of the other

adcantages include:

1. The basic concept could be adopted for producing multi-track
modules, tests and test items, and AV conversions.

A .single,system integrating fiche production and.microfiche

,viewing equipment was established. This advance made it

possible`.to select microfiche readers for the implementation
trials according to system specifications.

-The power ef the main-frame computer supporting the AIS could

be brought to bear on the development and production of course-

ware. (Thiwotential, makes it practical to talk about up-
dating courpware by directly linking the editorial and lesson

development"function, which resides in the technical school,
with the means for producing courseware.)

With the con6ept in hand, attention was turned to ,developing COM

production techniques and graphics capability. Prototypes of the Dual-

Ficheyere developed for a multf-track lesson, a block test that includ-

ed simple diagrams and an .AV conversion. The principal problems'encoun-
tered and their solutions are discussed in the following paragraphs.

2zA

'COM Production

The computer system at the University of,Denvpr was used to develop

prototype Ooduction techniques. While the system had limited "word

processing" capability,, software was developed so that edited text could

be ordered and reordered as a part of the fiche formatting process.
Documentation packages of the procedures end the requirements for pro-

ducing a Printer-Backup Tape suitable for producing the microfiche at a

local COM service bureau were dev.eloped. As this pha4, was completed,.

AFHRL developed the software, neces,sary,-for_ the prhduction of Printer



,

Backup Tapes' and installed additional editing roueines in conjunction
with the source program editor (SPE) used with the A1S computer (Control
Data Corporation Cyber.73716)411These changes made it possible to shift
the production Rf the microfielie developed for classroom implementation
during Phase 2.from the University of Denver to the AIecomputer system
at Lowry AFB.

Color Microfiche Produition

Various production options were evaluated in an attempt to discover
the 'practiql problems,associatCwith color microfiche. A site visit
\to the .Eastman Kodak Company laboratory-it Rbchester, New York, made it
clear that the testrictions imposed by commercial production.of tolor
fiche would not give the desired flexibility in -microfiche formats
thought to be needed if, for, example, multi-track rformats were to be
made. These restriction& were seen as defining the format for the
Dual-Fiche, and this was not satisfactory given the applicatiOns under
investigation.

Perhaps a larger proiilem was that the capability to produce the
color microfiche would rest'primarily with a second party not directly
involved with the development of the content of the microfithe modules.
This was pen as being inconsistent with bringing the text portion of
the instructional content under control of the cootent specialists in
the training schools. As a result, techniques were developed (they are
reviewed in the next section) which would allow an Air Force production
Jegency to produce caor microfiche masters that could be duplicated by
local photoraphic laboratories.,

Fiche Formatting Concepts

The fiche formats prototyped during the preliminary evaluatton of
the Dual-Fiche concept are summariz4d below. Four lessons were designed

with the objective of coordioating between'content and production con-
straints. One 'design factor thatk-wis,dortimon to each foriht was the
desirability of yertical formattindikrather than using horizontal for-
Mats. This factor reflects the sequential nature Or flow in the lesson
content, and it canipe best preserved by the vektical formatting of

information. Table 1 tabulates the factors that were, accommodated in
the design of the prototype fichp.

Block 6 Lesson i. (WM)

Type; Programmed text with graphics

Style: VertiCal and horizontal progression

Format: Text and graphics on sane frame. Embedded questions on
corresponding frame, next column. Restatement of ques-
tion and ahlwer on right of frame, located on line corre-
spOelding to correct multiple choice answer. Self-test in

9.



last column with restatement of question and answer to
right of and on same libe as correct multiple choice
answer.

Block 6 Lesson 2 (WM1

Type: FilmstripAape

Style: Vertical progression

Vi

Format: Text and visuals on same frame. -Use of oversiied visuals

on selected frames. Embedded questions appear on sepa-
rate framerthroughout lesson. Answers to embedded ques-
tions located at bottom pf each frame. Self-test on last
column with restatement of question and answer to.right
of and on same line as correct multiple choice answer.

Block)5 Lesson 5 (WM)

Type:

Style:

Programmed text

Vertital progression

,A TABULATION-OF LESSON CONTENTTILATLS ACCOMMDATED BY FORMATTING

4.

Type

Programmed
text with
iraphics

'Filmstrip/
tape

Example
1'

'Block 6

Lesson 1

Block 6
Lesson 2

rext Graphics

4 4
Appear on same frame

- I

4 \;,4
Appear on same.frame

I,

Questions
W

Separate
'column

Self

Answers Test
,

Last
column

Right side
of frame

4
Same
rcolumn,

separate
frame

sr.

Bottom of
frame

Programmed Block 6
'text7-no` Lesson 5

graphics

Teii Block

. 4
.Separate

Column

4
Last
Column

4
Last
column

cates t

4 4
Appear on same frame

at this ,element appeared in the prototype microfiche.

4
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z-Format: Test in odd numbered columns. Questions n even numbered
columns. Information density varies. No graphics (some
visuals suggdsted).

Type: Block test

Style: Vertical progression

\Zmat: Questions, multiple choice answers, and diagrams appear
on same frame. Inforiation density .usually low.

Equipment Selection
?

As indicated earlier, the decision tomake COM-produced mic"rofiche
the building block for the microfiche applicationp gave specific direc-
tions to the equipment selection process. Three models of microfiche
readers were purchased, based on mechanical, optical, and maintaina-
bility criteria, and they are pictured in later sections'of this re-,
port.* The Skstem was based on 24X fiche reduction to coriform with one
df the standard fiche reduction ratios available on COM ecluipment. The*
24X ratio also coincides with the maximum practical T'eduction that can
be used in making satisfactory.color microfiche. The three models made
it possible to match the aspect ratiq of the COM-produced image with th_e__
aspect ratio of the reader screen. The largest screen size, 11 by 14
inches, would display a normal page of computer printout in actual size..
Jhis "horizontal" aspect ratio was considered to be ideal for combining

''text and illustrations, particularly in a side-by-siae format.

erg*.

Addiiional equipment, including reader-printers and portable
, microfiche units were also purchased in order to have flexibility I

implementing specific apOlicatioos.



III. DEVELOPMENT OF COURSE-MATERIALS

4.

The Second Phase of the study'began. with the decision to implement

the'color microfiche in' Block 14 of the Weapons Mechanic course. This

block of instruction promised to be a challenge because it was highly

performance oriented. It was concerned with the basic techniques for

soldering electronic componente, and with,the students using solyents,

flux, solder, heat, fjles', brushes, and to on, it was clear that micro-

fiche application^was a difficult one.

The primary track modules used in this block were A grow-le four

Illustrated Texts covering nine instructional objectives., The Choice of

2e block was the result of a series of administrative considerations

That were related.t0 (a) the AIS transition protess, (b) the need for

stabilit9 in content, (c) the advantage ^offered the project team/of
becoming familiar with only one technical subject, and (d),the oppOr-

tuntV, to develop the multi-track application in conjunction with a

color-intensive application.

The multi-track appliCation in which the instructional content

available in the primary tract Is restructured to give the student an

optional.or second path to achieve instructional objectives was found ta

be represpted in the materials included in the TOs used in the_Block.

The TO is a manual entitled General Shop Practice Re uirements for the /

Repair, Maintenance, and Test of E1ectronicrqument. MateriaWwoulct
be taken from the TO and integrated with the corresponding subject

matter presented in the primary track to achieve vcomplementary, but
not independent, path to reach the instructional objectives.

,

The fact that the color conversion was based on a set of Illustra-

ted Texts rather than AV presentations was not considered significant.

The content for Illustrated Texts and A modules' are, to a significant

extent, ihterchangeable. That is, th audio portion of a lesson is

typically presented as text in the IlYustrated Text, while the visual

portion is captured on 2 by 3 inch/150.8x76.2mmcolor printsi The

'negatives" used to produce a filmitrip can also be used to produce an

Illustrated Text. The decision to use the Illustrated Texts from

Block 14 was thought to be of little onsequence in terms 'f the overall -

study objectives, since 'the comparative cost picture woi1d be developed

from the AIS experience with AV.modules.

Tw Versions of the Dual-Fiche

4' Figure 3 presents examples of the different versions of the micro-

fiche implemented in Block 14. The two versions represent different

approaches to the problem of integrating text and graphics within an

individual'frame or reader display field. The formats ef the fiche are

the same, except for the approach taken when specific student perfor

mance is to be guided. (Compare the layout patterns for Columns 4, 5,

and 7.)

12



It should be noteb that the microfiche developed for Block' 14

, implementation-are not the standard 4 by 6 inch (105x148.5mm) size. The

sta(rdird COM fiche would have nine,columns instead of the seven shown in

the figure. The last two Columns of the standard fiche 'were not used in

this phase only,because it was expedient,not to use them. The color

film that serves as one component of the Dual-Fiche concept is available

in precut form and in small quantities onl, in 4 by 5 inch (105 by

127mm) or 5 by 7 inch (127 by 177. ) sheeg. Since this phase of the

research Was highly developmental it was attractive to work with small-

er units of informatiOn on'each fiche, a6 well as to minimize the cost

of film and film processing. T e small-size fiche was made by simply

trimming off the unused columns.
a

Version I is called Progressive Sequence, because the images and

text are combined in the performance columns so that the'previous step

pictared ahd explained is always on the reader screen when the nerxik step

is shown. Ttle familiar "frame is not the building blocts,in the'

gressive Sequenre Version--rather it is the column. Version II is

called Full Frame because, and as 'the figures show, the frame is the

basic building block for the information,- presented in the performance

columns.

The foimats of the two versions are 'the same in many significant

respects. In the example.shown, Lessons 1 ane2 are formatted in seven
columns with identical text in each column. The number of illustrations

is the same, the TO content'is,the same, and the structure of each les-

son, as represented by the information in each column, is the same. In

fact, the first ruw of the fiche--called a yisual index to the content

in each .column--has identical information, only, the way.the text 'and

visuals are related on the Icreen is different, and this dtfferrence

becomes significant in the performance columns 4, 5, and 7. Figure 4

shows these differences by a side-to-side comparison of what a student

might see on the screen.

While the difference in visdal impact due to tolor cannot be demon-

strated because the comparison is in black ahd white, the amount of

visual information differs- greatly, and the relationship between the

text and illustrations is also'different. The significance of the two

versions should be understood from two perspectives; oqe relates to Cost

of production,-the-other perspective relates to the integ.ration of-text

wand visuals using' iricrofiae. An 4overview of.production-related con-

siderations will bie presented first.

The Production Cycle

Figure 5 shows the major steps in,producing Dual-Fiche in both
110,

versions. Step 1 is the familiar lesson authoring and planning activity

associated withtthe development of dhy insstructional module. At this.

state, the Block 14 :1 sons were designed according to format rules,

such 06 the organfzatiork. ssoh elementsby column and the use:of the

Olvvisual indek in Row I. The f iiche shown n Figure 3 are organized so

that general TO tnformation attincluded in column,1, and tools and

equipment for all lessons are shown in column 2, plus specific TO infor"

mation related to equipment items. Column 3 introduces the first lesson

with a.picture of an unformed soldering tip. A list of equipment'items

14
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PRODUCTION CYCLE FOR IE EXPERIMENTAL DUAL MICROFICHE

CI STARTING WITH THE CONTENT OF THE LESSON
TO BE CONVERTED ESTABLISH THE GENERAL
FICHE STRUCTURE. 1. e.,6RGANIZE LESSON

ELEMENTS BY COLUMN, INTEGRATE T 0
MATERIALS, PLAN THE VISUAL INDEX.

PREPARE COMPLETE STORYBOARD

0 FILM THE PICTORIAL CONTENT
OF THE LESSONS ACCORDING
TO STORYBOARD DE9IpN

PRODUCE 35mm NEGAtIVES

-

STRIP4,IP VERSION 1--
PROGRESSIVE SEQUENCE--
BASED ON 35eim
TRANSPAROCY INPUT

COMPOSITE MASTER FOR
sa-X ReDUCTION

-8 CREATE COMPUTER-BASED TEXT
EDITING FILES ACCORDING TO
STORYBOARD DESIGN --
COMPLETE EDITING FOR LINE
COUNT, SPELLING etc.

PRODUCE PRINTOUT; 1 PAGE .2
1 FRAME

'PASTE-UP VERSION
FULL FRAME FORMAT --
BASED ON 2.5" x 3"
COLOR PRINTS

COPYBOARD MASTER
FOR 5X REDUCTION

ED REDUCE MASTERS IN ONE
STAGE 70 MATCH C M
SPECIFICATION (COPY CAMERA)

PRODUCE FICHE MASTERS

41111.4

REGISTER
PICTURES AND

TEXT

IS REFORMAT TEXTACCORD1NG
TO COM REQUIREMENTS AND
FORMAT REQUIREMENTS

PREPARE COMPUTER BACKUP
TAPE FOR CO M PRODUC.TION
OF TEXT

DUAL FICHE

igure 5
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needed and petlfic.TO information related to making a tip for a solder-

.

inb iron follow in the same column. Column 4 starts with a picture of
the. completed tip and continues with detailed information on how to .

achieve those results (fEe performance column). The next objective
making a tinned soldering tip, is pictured in column 4, -and the steps
necessary to tin a soldering tip are presented in the remainder of the
column. This patte'rn of columns deyoted to introduction, TO information
'related .to performance, and then performance, was repeated throughout
the four fiche and ntne lesions required fi n the block.

,

These formatting ru'les were captured on a detailed "story-board,"
which was used to direct the photographic work,needed for the illustra-
tions (step 2) and to input the text related to these illustrations into
a computer file (2A). The edittisg ftle Toreach fiche was set up so that
text calild be placed in "filetbdules" that corresponded to each frame
on a 24X microfiche, i.e., a-63 frame mitrix of nine columns and seven
rows. It Sbould be emphasized that the content of the lessons, includ-
ing text, picture's, and line drawings, was 'taken from the Illustrated
Texts and the/TO, respectively. Bah the development of the story-board
and the filming 'done to obtain new negatives for the color fiche con-
version were closely coordinated with school personnef. .

4

The next ftep in the cycle was to prepare the two master versions
of the lessons, &rid Figures 6 and 7 show the basic differences in the
Production techniques used. One significant difference in the two
versions, from a cost perspective, is that Version I,.Propressive'Se-
'quence uses 45mm transparencies as the input for stripping up a compos-
ite master, while- theAtillZrame version uses color prints.(2 1/2 by 3
inch) to assemble theWastdr The major cost factor is that of making
the prints for the Full Frame version; otherwise the costs are com-
parable.

Technically," it would be-possible to photograph all illustrations
using slide film and obtain the necessary input for Version Z. In this
way, one generation in photographic reproduction is eliminateck but at a
jprice because the original photographs must be carefully controlled for
uniform exposure from image'to image. This is the_principall value of
producing an original negative; 1,e., the exposure can be c ntrolled
for,.either in printing the 2 1/2 by 3 inch (62.6 by 76.2mm) psitives
or in prihting transparencies having different densities,,and electing
among the prints for the best exposure.

Step 4 was straight:forward. The composite masters werefr&luced to
make distribution copies ,of the *color fiche directly. A Uich t master
could have been,made if a large number of copies were requir d. The
significant thing about step 5 is.that the film system used wis EKTA-
CHROME professionaltitilm (Tungsten 50) developed with E76 proc ssing.*
The film has a' resolution of more than 100 lines/mm when c refully
processed; and when used in conjunction with a high'quality, color-

1T-6 processing of large transparenciWis routinely dbne local
laboratories on a custom basis. The requirements for produc ng and
processing large numbers of duplicates would require custom-equipplent if
undertaken by, a local laboratory or an Air Force pioduction agency.

1
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COMPONENTS FOR IRE STRIPUP OF VERSION . PROikESSIVE SEQUENCE

*

OPAQUE WINDOWS ON LETTERING ON
A TRIMS PARENT. BACKGROUND

2 X C6LUMN GUIDE:
OPAQUE LINE ON TRANSPARENT
DIFFUSE 'BACKGROUND

SECOND

4
OPAQUE MASK WITH
35 AM TRANSPARENCIES
PLACED IN THE PROGRESSIVE
SEQUENCE FORMAT

TW9 EXPOSURES NEEDED TO CREATE MASTER FICHE

FIRST EXPOSURE CLEARS THE FICHE BACKGROUND

WHILE LEAVING THE IMAGE AREAS UNEXPOSED.
SECOND EXPOSURE PRINTS THE 35Mm
TRANSPARENCIES IN THE PREVIOUSLY UNEXPOSED

AREAS.

Figure 611'

18
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COPYBOARO COMPONENTS FOR VERSION II 7 FULL FRAME

ASSEMBLE PRFORMED
COUJMNS ON COPYBOARD

k

ADD FRAME
BREAKS AS
NEEDED

7-1

RiBERVED AREA
FOR TEXT

or

BLOWUP. OF DETAILS

- 3.05"

ORIENTATION'
PHOTOGRAPH

TAPE EDGES TO MAKE
COLUMN GUIDES

^

'

,k

COPYBOARD ASSEMBLY FOR 5X REDUCTION
(ONE STEP)

Figure 7'
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cor401 d lens, it ,produces excellent image quality if the image reduc-
tibnAttempted does not exceed a factor.of five.

The reformatting of the text-(siep,5) waS accomplished by position-

tng the text fields Adthin each computer-file module (a file module =

one frame on the COM fiche) so that the fields corresponded-with the

Oacement of the illustrations on each composite master. Typically,

this meant:using the 'editing capability in thegomputer's Source Program

Editor.to move blocks of text Iraqi one 'gide of the frame tO the'other,

to. move teXt fimm frame to frame, and to .generally tailor the text"

component so that it was'visdblly related to the approprtate illustra-

tions. When the text reformatting was completed and vet4ified by com-

paring the computer printout with each composiee maiterva magnetic tape

. el (printer liarkup tape), was4ade, and%a microfiche mafter.was proddced

from the, taix'by.a local COM service bureau.

In order.to complete the sets of Dual-Fiche needed for Oassroom

trials, positive copies of the COM microfiche master were attached to

the color' trAnsparencies by double-sidedadhesime tape. The tape was

placed at the-top edge of the fiche so that it 41d,not inteilerPwith
emulsion-to:emulsion contact between the two fiche in the body of the

'information area. After Attaching the top iche, the colibination'ya?

trimmed and sets of'four were assembled'as owh in Figurer&

.-
Integratibh,of Text w4 Visuals

.

The,developient of the ir46'versions of tWSlock 14 materials was

driven. by 'the fact that there are many different ways tp-approach the

,problem of fnbegrating text ande-Asuals on microfiche, and there are no

criteria presently .avallable that would helpAuide this work. In ex-

amining the problem closely,_ however, there appeared ,toe be two basic

approachesA% Either the text'is a Part of the frame, overlaid in a

----11quiee portion of the illustra,tion (as was done in te Full Frame

approae* or . the illustration is diryed as a "frAmtlis 'within' the

larger display) 'area amd the .text'place tn close proximity so that both

are displayed together. The problem arises,because the familiar printed

page is mot being uSed as the inppt to thi\microfiche, as is the case

Aohen, fOr example, a document is'filmed with a step-and-repeat micro-

' fiche Camera.
. ,

0

4 the-risk of 6verstatement, the problem arose here bedause the

micrdfiche is,-being deyeloped 1as an instructiolnal medium,, Capable of

delivering both text and color Osuals; it is%not being used as a- sub-

stitute,for hOdcopy documentation. When each of the'basic approaches

was,examined in4light of the way a student might be expected to use or

process the information contents of the )esspns, it was realized that

the way the text Mid vtsuals were integrated might support or htnder

N, use. This possibility arises from the faft that only one frame or image-

area can be displayed when the microfiche is projected. The frame-by-

frame presentation that results 'can impose ari artificial thierarchy on

the information presented; that is,,main ideas and subordinate tdeas in

thelosson content tend to be treated at the same level. And-then:level

is dictated only hy the 1,1sOace" or screen area needed to presefit the

information. Tfie problem may be best peen when there is'-a relationship

.between two or more ideas, as,is thesase tn the lessons of Block 144''

20
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fhe actions (or ideas) cilled'for in the performance columns oftentimes

were related. When this occurs, it is tesirable"to show the \relation-

ship betleen these actions.

VersioripI, Progressire Sequence, this relationship was eaab-

lishedby ensurIng that two illustrations and their associated texiMere

always,von the screen. In the Full Frame.version, a sWlar effect was

adieved hy combining illustrations--one showing the overall idea or

wtalt and the other illustration "inset" in the same frame along with

reTevant text. . The subordinate iliustration often supplied additional

details, 'and this made it,practical to reproduce the detail at maximum

size, consistent with the,inset area restrictions.

The' one feattrre of the fiche forMat that made these approaches

feasible was to organize .the lesson 'elements by co*n. The colimn

provided the logical groupings,for. different types o content, and in

those columns where the integration of text and visuals was important,

i.e., the performance columns, the format provided the structure neces-

sary to relate the performance infiirmatioh to the total lesson. '

The utility of these concePts has.not been directly investigated

nor have criteria been adequately developed to distinguish between their

respective utilities. The classroom implementation,reported in the next

section shows that students could react to the different versions and

attempt to state the reasons for their preference. This question Should

be explored, however, if the microfilm is to reach *potential as_an

alternatixe instruction medi4m.

Block Test Development

The development of procedures for the produdtion of block tests

uslng COM was an important part of the overall effort. The main purpose

-ofothis development was to gain experience with the use of microfiche

readers and COM,produced microfiche in the delivery of block tests.

54nce the AIS computer is already used routinely to help develop the

content for ,blockstests and to provide test scoring keys, it was essen-

tial to determine if computer-produced microfiche might also be an

effective way to .deliver the tests. If so, then the developient and

production functions for the tests could be, merged. The development of

the Dual-Fiche concept ensured, that graphics could be mdrged with the

COM-produced text component using black and white or color film as

appropriate. I 4

Four block tests were prepared using the COM prolduction techniques

described in' Appendix A', apd qne \test, Block 7 Weapons Mechanic, was

evaluated in 4the school's Testing Center. Figure 8 shows the fiche

packaging used to.support this trial. Additional trials of, other plock

tests were not attempted because test revisions had occurred in the

interval between test preparation and implementation (a months). The

results of this trial are reported iji the next section.

4 0
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IV CLASSROOM EXPERIENCE WITH EXPERIMENTAL MICROFORMS

Two clissrool trials were conducted, in which the experimental
microforms were routinely used by traihees in the Aircraft Armament
Systems School located at Lowry AFB. The trial using the COM-produced
block tests took place over a 3-week per4o1 in October 1978 and the
trial in which the Dual-Fiche were used in Block 14,'Basic Soldering
Techniques, took place over a 6-week period during September and October
1978. The results obtained from these trials are described in'this
section.

Block Tests

The testing facility in the Aircraft Armament Systems School was
equipped with four Micro Design MINI COM microfiche readers, each having
24X magnification and gray screens., Figure 9 shows the arrangement of
the 4equipment at one of the testing`ptations. During the trial period,
102 students took the Block 7 test, and 40 of these students used 'the
COM microfiche-based test format on an ad hoc basis, as.a function of
station availability and the supervisor's workload at the time kstudent
requested a Block 7 test.

A student, when assigned the microfiche testformat, was shown how
. to load microfiche into the reader and how to use the reader controls
while at the supervisor's station. After this orientation, the student
was given a microfiche .(either positive or negative image polarity), a
copy of the evaluation questionnaire, and'a copy of the instructions for
takin4 ONck tests (the latter required by regulation). The student was
then di'eefi.to one of the test stations, and no further assistance was
giyen:,

Block 7 tests are available tn two versions, each with 20 ques-
tions kparticulir version of the test was preassigned to the student

_ based-bri AIS parameters. 'The questions in each version,were composed of
one- or two-sentence interrogatories and a list of fou'r.possible answers
(multiple-choice). . The questions and answers were organizegi in columns,

Jr

one column for each test.version. Furtherl, each que?eion as formatted
on the fiche so that only one question-and-answer array ould be dis-.
played at a time; 'Whein the trial was begun: it was dete ined that one
version of.the test should be &soured from the student's view because a
student who failed the test would be given teDe second version after
remediation. It was thought th,it having only one version of the fiche
would avoid potenttal compromise and perhaps confusion in the adminis-
tration of the block tests. The necessar9 modtfications to the micro-
fiche were made simply by .covering the appropriate Column on the micro-
fiche with an opaque strip of tape and doubling the number of fiche
available for use in testing. .

Stud nt responses were recorded on the Generalized AIS Test Forms
routinely iisedtin all block testing. A student, after completing
block test, fTUd out the microfiche evaluation questionna:we; ad the
test form scored y machine (a feature of the AIS)-r-arirreceived ,a copy
of the test resu -preeti-giiiTion for further training.,
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(advancement or remediation). At this point all test-relatedyiiiterials
were returned to the supervisor. All student actions, with the excep7
tion of compieting the questionnaire and the use of microfiche c;lisplay
instead of a test booklet, -were routine--az routfne established by stu-
dent completion gf earlier block tests. 7

Results

The principal purpose for ponducting the block test trial was to
gain experience with the factors that influence an effective microfiche-
based test delivery system. These factors were assumed to includ
equivalent student performances, student acceptance (values), and'ad.
ministrative concerns.. The only flypothesis under test dUring this trial
was that there would be no difference in student scores on Block 7-tests
.as a function of test delivery medium--dither the familiar booklet or'
new microfiche. Table 2 shows the statisticaLsummary related to this
hypothesis. The "e test performed, based on the separate estimate of
variance observed, indicates that tbere was no statistically significant
difference in student scores.

TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF TEST SCORE COMPARISONS, BLOCK 7 TESTS

ipstruc
tional ',Siudent 'Mean . Standard Separate Variance Estimate
Mode Sample Size Scores Deviation T-Value OF One-Tail Prdb.*

Microfiche 40. 85.75 4 13.85
-.64 61 0.252

Booklet 62 .87.34 9.13
,

4

. *A one-tail test was made because there was no reason to expect
highertest scores on the microfichesystem.

The microfiche evaluation questionnaire (see Appendix,A) completed''
by students 'using the microfiche system provided'the basis for gauging
student acceptance. The Orincipal results and tomments by students are
summarized as follows:

.Mogt students (95 percent) had no problems using the micr o-
`fiche viewer. Two AUdents had problems related to focus
uniformity and eye strain.

No student encounIered problems with 'dust or fingerprihts on
e fiche (25 used the negative polarity, 15 used the positive

po '4t. microfiche). ,

o Most 4tudents (97 percent) focused 'the display format::one
question-at-a-timesatisfactory% Eighteen stgdents commented
on the preference for.the format, i.e., it herT'Os avoid errors;
improves concentration; don't loge your place; helps in re7,,,

Or
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viewing questions. One student' responded that the format

hinders your question review process.

Suggestions for improving the system noted by individual

students incTUded.the addition of a "centering control," the

insertion of a "last question marker;" the, use of "plastic

covers" to protect the fiche; puOting the platen "in," rather

than "pulling it out," to advance from question to questioh;

the 'use of a reserved "border" br "area" on the fiche to avoid

fingerprints on the instructional content.

Comments on the system included: it 'was easy to use (N = 3);

the system is better than test booklets (N = 11); it is a

"good Vystem" (N = 9).

o The advantages noted included: no student markings on the

fiche (N = 1); don't have to turn pages (N = 1); less space

(N = 1); greater clarity (N = 4). The disadvagages noted

were: lack of familiarity with system (N = 1),And'the desir-

ability of viewing more than one question at a time (N

o Four students made no comments beyond the yes--no respotfés

called for in the questionnaire,
.

It wai clear from an inspection of the questionnaires that stUdent

acceptance of the microform-based block itest system is high. This

conclusfon was also strongly supported by Supervisor feedback reportihg

student attitudes and by the supervisors' insights into how the system

could be implemented 1110ft broadly.

SuperviSor acceptance 'of the sy'stemi can be traced-toprktical

problems in testing and test administration more generally. Ensurim4

that there are no marks on a fist booklet is an example of practical

problems that may be solved by, the microfiche'system. The pmtential for

routinely updating anWor reconfiguring block tests on a regular kasis

was seen as a need addressed by the microfiche system. The potential

for using the midrofiche-to deliver an individualized test from a pool-

of-test-items was suggested' as a direction for further system develop-

ment te) aid in retesting, as well as)increasing the integrity of

the testihg, process Or' Ooiding test compromise). One target-of-oppor-

tunity identified forPthe , system was the delivery of the mfd-term and

final examinations by,microfiche. Updating test items and simplifying

retest procedures (i:e., selective retesting on specific instructional

objectives) were thought'to be important ap Tications.

Conclusions-

4

.

The block, test tr14al indicates t t the COM-produced microfiche

love a'place in the d livery and admi istration of block testing. It

should be noted,.however, that furthe evaluation is needed before the

practical limitations of the system Kf any) are completely understood.

Foriexample, the Block 7 test is re4atively short. Additional experi-- --/

ence is needeol with other tests that (a) are longer; (b) are more com-

plex in subjeet and visual content; and (c) rpquire the student to use
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'14/A
sehematics, diagrams, TOs and manuals in conjunction with the ,microfiche
psplay. Bated on experience to date, however, there'is no reason to
susipeq,that a thoughtfully, designed system would not enjoy student
acceptance and meet the admjnistrative needs f9und in computer-based
instruttional testing application's.

Performance-Oriented Instructional Trials

The Classroom used to teach Basic Soldering Techniques, Btock 14,
was equipped with four Micro Design 4000 Series Readers, two each of the
4010 and 4020 models The different models df readers were chosen to
gain experience al:16E1V Uwe size,requirements;. Model 4010 displayed
images at three-quarter normal site, "whij,ix.441re Model 4020 displayed
images, particularly the text portion, atlactual stn.. Since the-wprk
stations normally used for this training are designed for two students
to work at a station, addittonal readers were not deployed In the class-
rdoms. As a result, students were assigned to the microfiche' &its as
the units were available; otherwise' students -used the four volumes of
Illustrated. Texts for their instruction. This approach alldwqd the
highly variable student flow in Block 14 to be accommodated without'
causing scheduling or workspace assignment problems for the inttructorsF-
Figure 4-2 Ahows the configuration of a work station with the reader in
use by a trainee. During the trial period, "217 students completed
Block 14, and 43 of these students completed he lessons using the
microfiche system.

One apparent disadvantage of thts,approach was that the trial
period was lengthy, approximately 6 weeks. The length of the trial
perlod actually, worked to improve the informatlon produced, howev r.
For examOle, four different instructors were assigned to Block 14 dur ng
,the trial. This rotation caused three different instruetor'teams to
become *familiar with the microfiche system and its' characterist cs.
Further, the rotation helped to minimize any instructor bias towar4 t e
microfiche system and helped to ensure that the trial was corducte
within the constraints imposed by routine adtinistrative requir ments.

A student assigned to the microfiche-based inStructiona system,
was given a film holder containing the four fiche, and th rocedures
for loading and unloading the fiche. . The use of the reaper controls was
demonstrated for each student at ttte work statio on completion of
the lessons in Block 14, the student was aske complete an evaluation
questionnaire % part of the documentation normally required for course
continuation.

Since the microfiche-based-instructional materials were assumed to
be self-explanatory--as is the case with the Illustrated Texts normally
used--the instrOctor-student interactions centered around the critiques
of student progress in preparing the nine mechanical and electrical
components explained in the instructional materials. The fact that the
microfiche versions of the lessons routinely provided the guidance
needed without involving the instructors in further explanations regard-
ing the use of the microfiche, the location of instructional content
within a particular mitrofiche, or new patterns/ instruction because
the microfiche systems wire in use, is both ev' ence of the effective-
ness of the system comment on the environment in which the'trial
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took place. S'tated another way, if, e microfliche system of jnstruction

was found to rèqUirb instructor in erventioh during student usd, the .

trial would have terminated.prematurely.

. Results .k.
t . ,

As in the Block Test trial, the'principal purpose of the classroom

trial Was'to gain .experience with the Dual-Fiche concept for the,deliv-

ery of color-Intensive, performante-related instruction. Because of the

broa,d range,of, new concepts inalved, the emphasis in this trial waS

given to establishing a baseline, related to stydent performance and

student acceptance. .Student perfbimahce was gauged along two different

dimensions, (a) the time to camlilete' the block, and (b) obsirvation of

the patterns in student use.of the.mrcroform materials. Table 3 shwas

.the-Statistical summary regardin9, block completion times. The"F test of

sample variances showed that the hypothesis HA: o21 = (122 could be

accepted at the A percent confidence Tevel. ,"

TABLE 3. 'SUMMARY or BLOCK 14 COAPLETION TIMES*

Instruc-. Mean

tional Student Times Standard Pooled Variance Estimate

Mode Sample Size (Minutes)Deviation T-Value OF Two-Tail Prob.

crofiche 35 806.97 410.95
2.03 187, 0.043,

Illus.

Texts 154 665.96 360.77

*The sample size (189) does not correspond to the 217 students that .

completed Block 14 due to missing data and the imposition of data relia-

bility constraints.

As may be seen by inspecting,Table 3, the T test performed indi-,

cates that the differences'between completion times is significant at

95 percent confidence level. Further, there was no evidence to suggest

that the student populations froM which the samples were taken was

different: the ratios of sample variances-lor the student groups pro-

. duce a value for F 38,154 = 1.30, and none of the AIS Placement Test

&core comparisons suggest population differences, even at the 20 percent

level of significance. One reason for the observed difference in com-

pletion is thought to be due to the inclusion of information from the

TOs as a regular part of each lesson. Classroom observations indicated

Mkt students using the regular Illustrated Texts seldom referred to

referenced TO information once the pattern of instructor approvals for

student work was established in the routine of eaCh trainee. Other

reasons for the difference in completion time are related to .the stu-

s dents' lack of familiarity with the microfiche reader and the fiche
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formatbs, the fact that the student tiad to discover efficient patterns
for using the fiche presentation, and the absence of time constraints
characteristic of self-paced instruction.

'Other factors contributed to the large variation in completion
times observed. First, each instructor has 'his own set of norms for
gauging the adequacy of the students' work, Differencs in the norms
resulted in very different "standards of acceptable tudent performance"
being applied during student critiques. These differenges were observed
to double the student time required for coMpletion of Block 14 objec-:
tives. Seconde as the student load increased, the time for completion,
of an objective also increased due to the student queue& that formed
awaiting the instructor's approval of the 'Students' work. Neither of
the factors, however, is thought to have affected the students using the
microfiche-in some preferential fashion.

Student acceptance of the system was also gauged by questionnaires:
Two versions of the siMe questionnaire were used (see Appendix A) be-
cause only the Progressive Sequence microfiche format was used during
the first-3 weeks of the trial and the Full Frame format was not intror
duced until the last 3 Weeks of the trial. During the-latter period,
students used, both formats utile completing the block of instruction.
The two formats and concepts involved in their development have been
described in the previous section. The principal results and student
comments are summarized below:

iost of the students (86 percent) found.that the lesson organ-
ization on fhe microfiche was clear after they had completed,
the first two,jessons,,(Fiche #1). Five students were not
completely sure o the lesson format at this state of use, and
one student was confused.

o
^

Four student'S had problems using the ,reader or changing the
fiche 4window g4are, upside-down fiche., poor focus). Most
student6 (90 percent) stated that they had no 'problems and'15
of these students commented on the ease of use.

o Even though the classroom was a "severe environment" for the
use of film-and,precision reader-equipment (beca 0 of the
.soldering operations undertaken in conjunction w' h icrofiche
use), most students (84 percent) felt that dir and du§Lon
the microfiche were not a problem. Five students commented on
the presence of foreign material, but felt that it "didn't
make any difference." Two students weee annoyed by its pres-
ence. These results were surprising, considering that the
positive polarity of the microfiche made any foreign matter
highly visible and the 'fact,that each'set of microfiche was
used by an average of five students.

o The value of including-the TO information as.a part, of each
lesson was also 'recognized by most students, (81 percent).
Three Students indicated that it was not helpful, ancyffive
'students found it helpful only to a degree. dObservatns of
student use patterns indicated thdt the TO informaebn was
careful,ly reviewed_ during the first three to five lessons.

ti
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After it became clear that instructor apprOvals of student

work did not depend directly on-TO Wormation; students began

to skip over TO .material,t,

There were many.comments on the adequacy of the type-size used

in the test portion of the materials. Sixteen students

(37 percent) felt that the size was too small--eight students

suggested that,it should be larger, but that it was not criti-

cal-19 students (44 percent) felt that the .type-size was no

problem. It did not appear to matter*which reader was being

used, the 3/4 size or the full size. Approximately one-half

of, the students in both groups cOmmented, On the type-size,

it could or should be larger.

o These results are consistent with the fact that theimicrofiche

reader was often used beyond the normal reading distance of,

14 to 16 fNthek, because of the performance7related tasks that

were accomplished while the readeh dilplay was vieWed. 06 ah

additional comment on the tixt size, the instructors reported

that the students preferred ,
to: use the high-magnification

projection lenses available on both models of the microfiche

reader. These 1e4ses displayed the fiche content at approxi-

mately '20 percent oversize. No data were Othered on the

visual acuity of:studentscontact lenses, glasses, etc. .

Students that attempted to specify advantages anti disadvan-

tages of the microfiche system wten compared with their exper-

ience with the Illustrated Text. tended to compare the, twri

modes.of delivery when advantages were named, and they tended

to identify problem they encountered with the microfiche wtfer

they Considered ttle disadvantagei. For example: .

-7you don't lose your place (N=3)
Ak

--the,information is big enough to look it and work too (N=3)

--more interesting--less tiring (N=3)

- -easidr to find informatfon (N=3)

-it's core specific (N=1)

-don't have to flip through the pages to find something (N=3)

--easier access to lessons (N=1) 401'

.4-.quicker, less space, more compact (N=9)

--pictures are clearer (N=7)

7-less money (N=1). .

'--in fropit of-youstares you in the eye (N=2)

7-easier to read (N=4)

--not as quick (N=2)

--pictures not clear enough--blurry (N=5)

--reader takes up too much space (N=3)

--cannot take it home (N=7)

--hard to keep clean (N=3)

-focus (N=2)

xteen students indicated that there'were not any disadvantages

witeThe system, and foirr students failed to find any advantages. Two

of these students indicated that they preferred the Illustrated Text,

and or recommended against broader use,-of the microfiche.
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During the later portion of the trial, students uSed' microfiche
sets that were made up of both versions of the Block 14 lessons. Two
fiche in a set (either the first two or the last two fiche) were Ver-
sion I--Progressive 4eqUence, and two fichemere formatted according to
Version II--Full Fra*. The objective of combining the tworversions in
ja set was to make.it possible for students to report their preference
for a particular version and to comment. on why that version was pre-
ferred. Twenty-three students were involved in this phase of the trial.
The 21 students using the system during,the first phase of the trial
worked with only Version I--Progressive Sequence.

Approximately one-fourth of the students (26 percent) attempted to
articulate relative advantages of each version and,identified advantages

-')olboth; one-third .0 the students -(35 percent) preferred Version I,
while three students (13 percent) preferred the Full Frame Version. The
rest ,of the students (26 percent) either found no difference between
versions or made no attempt to comment. The significance in these
results lies in the fact that the two different fiche formatting prin-
ciples were recognized by, 74 percent of the students and that,their
indications of a preference Confirmed.the reality of the basic problem
'addressed during this project,,i.e., how to most effectively integrate
text with visual content on microfiche. As discussed previously, the
main difference between the two.versions of the microfiche concerned the
way a balance was struck between tjae text and pictorial content of the
microfiche. The text was identfEal'.and the total number of illustra-
tions presented was essentially the same fort each version: only the
relationship between text and illustrations changed. The students'
sensitivity to these issues can be gauged from Table 4 Where four stti-
dent responses, representing the four categories of preference noted
above, have been tabulated. Student responses to the other questions
have been included t6 provide insight into each student's experience.

Conclusions

The results of the Block 14 Trial-should be analyzed Trom several
different viewpoints. First, it-is clear that the Dual-Fiche concept is
a practical one. Refinements such as employing a clear, disposible
envelope for registering the two fiche and protecting the film represent
logical improvements in the instructional materials. Second, the bulk
of the problems encountered during student use can be solved through
careful and systematic implementation. Such things as window glare,
type-size, machine performance (focus, bulk, screen size, etc.), work
space, student orientation, film handling, and so on, can be addressed
in a comprehensive system deSign. Third, the need for an update capa-
bility, as is ,represented by the Dual-Fiehe, was reinforced. The tn-
structors had strong (and highly personalized) views about the adequacy
of the instructional content of both the microfiche and the illustrated
text. Fourth, the microfiche can be used to deliver color-based, visual-
ly intensive instruction within a performance-oriented environment.

rei
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TABLE 4. REPRESENTATIVE RESPONSES 11FTHE
QUESTION OF MICRINCHE FORMAT AND OTHER COMMENTS

Question: (A, B, etc., identify the responses of a Particular

student to each question.)

o Did you notice that the first two microfiche you used were differ-

ent from the last two microfiche? We made two versions of the les-

sons and we need to know iftyou think one version is better than

the other.

The version (Full-Fr'ame) with the pictures that filled the

screen was better because:

A--It,gave a little more detail on the object Iwas sol-

dering.
mB--
C--1 ii. showed more than words, it reallylhelped.

D--Noted no difference.

The version (Progressive Sequence)-with the text beside each

picture was better because:

A--You could reference back to the paragraph to do the
a work more efficirtly.

8--It explain d mor clearly, the text helped clarify, t4

- picture.
C--
0--Noted no diffe ence.

After you had coMpleted lesso 1 and 2, was the way the lbssons

were organized on the film clear to you?

A--Yes, I-caught on aft el-4-second co uin on the first

-fiche.

B--YeS.
C--Yes, they.were very easy to learn.
D--The first few lessons were Osier to understand than

later lessons.
6

Did you have any prOblems in using the reader or changing the icro-

fiche?

A--No, none at all (small model reader).

8--It was hard to read at times (small reader).

C--No, it was a very simple operation (large reader).

D--Got it upside-downlmost of the time.
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TABU 4. ,REPRESENTATIVE RESPONSES TO THE
QUESTION OF MICROFICHE FORMAT AND OTHER COMMENTS CONT.)

o Was dust or dire on the microfiche a problem?

A--No, it was hardly noticeable.
B--No.

C--No, it was very clear.
D--There was no dust or,dirt at all.

irtr- Was the presence of the TO information'on the film helpful to you?

A--Yes, it explained in detail what I was seeing on the
film.

B--Yes.
C--Yes. .

D--Yes, much easier than going to the (Actual) TO

o I. Should the type-size of the text be made larger?

A--It all depends on the person, I think; but personally
I don't think so.

B--Yesa little.
C--No, they are just the right Ifiee.
07-No, Ft was easy to read.

'Would you compare using the microfiche system to using Illustrated
Texts? $

Advantages:

'A--A lot more'interesting than.using a book.
B--Easier, to learn by--less tiring. '

C--It took up less'space, more convenient. Ilk

0--The illustrations are larger and it is easier to see
what is going on.

Disadvantages:.

`,..6--You have to focus during your lesson.
'-B -Harder to read.

C- couldn't fInd any.
D S time's the pictures seem to be blurred.

o Please make any suggestions that you think would improve the micro4,
fiche ystem.

A- A self-focusing lens and mechanized'w1 of mov1i
film would help a lot.
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TABLE 4. REPRESENTATIVE RESPONSES TO THE

QUESTION OF MICROFICHE FORMAT AND OTHER COMMENTS (CONT.)

B--At times the n6chine was hard.to read. On side of the

screen was in focus while the other side was not. The

machine is l ss fatiguing especially in the early morn-

ing hours. But the sun glgre is a major drawback in

reading the machine.
C--More of a detailed description of the subject matter

would be helpfuT.
D--A better system rile the films. Have a title on

them so you know 'ch one to go to.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations presented in this sectiOn are strbngly influ-
enced by the favorable cost-of-production picture associated with the
Dual-Fiche concept. Table 5 has been developed to givq,an elementary
picture of the production costs for the two versions of the,,Dual-Fiche.
,As .13 point of reference, the AIS production cost'experience for prenar-
rated filmstripi is also presented.

The assumptions made in developing the comparisoniare.that:

o 25 copies of the module are produced.

o The costs of preparing the script, storyboard, and-obtaining
35mm exposures vf illustrations and flat art (total person-
hours/hour of instructiv) are the same.

The costs of capitiq equipment--cameras, audio reproduction
equipment, the, compaer and computer terminal-,-are not allo-
cated.

O Each frame of visual information has audio or text associated
with it. --

The table shows how the marginal costs accrue'when the number of
images, with either text.or audio narration, is increased 'from 25 images
to 75 images per module. The maximum number of visuals that can be
expected on a single fiche is approximately 100. The formatting of the
fiche by column indicates that the film capacity will,be underutilized.
For purposes of the comparison, it has been,assumed that the color.1109
would have A maximum.of 75 framesor images The mirginal cost patterns
are shown in Figure 5. -The table also ppildes a basis for estimating
the costs of updating text and audio, ass= ng that the visual component
is revised and that the updating makes small bdt'important changes. It

also demonstrates the-potential for updating the'Vlsual component alone.
A,

-Updating the audio component of a filmstrip, assuming that the
_cassettes are reused, involves labor, costs primarily, and these costs
are estimated at $9.00 for 25 frame lessons and $18.00 for 75 frames.
The cost to update the text in either version via COM is also abOut
$9.00 for 25 frames, but it is- the some for 75 frames. To update the
visual component, 25 frames- of filmstrip .(assuming AU roll printing
with the updated frames on the 8 roll) would cost.approximately $25.00
for 25 frames and approximately $80.00 for 75 frame modules. The color
fiche could be updated for apOroximately $60.00; &gain the cost is
essentially independent of the number of frames ln the module. In

considering the implications of these comparisons, it ,is important to
note that the cost of the color fiche component has been .estiblated at

16 $2.00 per copy. This cost could decrease'sbarply, i.e., to $1.25 range,
111W a system for duplicating masters were assumed.

35 0
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TABLE 5. PROOdTI COST COMPARISON FOR DUAL-FICHE VERSIONS:

AIS PROOUCTION STS FOR FILMSTRIPS INCLUDED FOR REFERENCE

I.

Cost CAt ories .

Prenarrated Filmstrip Version -Prog. Sequence Version II F ll Frame

26 Frames 76'7Frames
.

25 Prams 75 Frames 25 Frames 75 Frames
e

Prociasing Original Negptive
Enlarging to 2.5" x 3"-
Enlarging to 6" x 8"
Filmstrip Master'Neg.

$6.00/hr Labor ! ,,.,...

Internegative Processihg
3 tensity Prints

.

.

Kotalith Masks & Pricessing
Strip-up and Paste-up

.

Ektachrome Prints & P ocessing
36.00/hr Labor

Filmetrip Print ,

Aud-io-Recording (Total) Labor
Labeling & Packaging Lat!or
Packaging and assettes
Fiche Reformat in La

COM Back-up Tbe & Dum
CC*MasterFi he
COM Duplicates -,

Computer Time 0 $700/hr

.

Cost Estimates for 25 Copies
,

.

3 ft,@ $0.30.0.90

$25 k$3.00.75.00
3 fti@ $0.10.0.30

1/4 hr/25 Frmaes=
$1.50 .

3 ft @ $0.30-1901
3 ft @ $0.15.0.45

.

75 ft 0 $0.30.
$22.50
2 hr/25 F.6.00
50 units/hr.3.00
$1.60/un1t.26.50

$135/25 F

$ 2.70

$225.00
$ .90

$ 4.50
$ 2.70
$ 1.35

$ 67.50
$ 18.00
$ .3.00

$ 26.50

1

$349/75 F

3 ft 0 $0.30.0.90 $ 2.Z0

.
.

1.

3 ft 0 $0.15-0.45 1.35

2 it $1.00.2.00 $ 2.00

2 hr/25 Frames=
$12.00 .- $ 36.00
25 0 $21,00=50.00 $ mop-
25 Fiche/hr.6.00 $ 6.00

.

,

$0.10/unit..2.50 Ot 2.5Q
1 hr/25 images=
$6.00 $ 18.00

$1.00/63 F-1.00 $ 1.00

$0.85/Master.1.85 $ 1.85

25 F 0 $0.15.3.75 $ 3.75

t1mate3ip.00 30.00

I
$97/25 F $155/75 F

.

3 ft lit $0.30.0.90 $ 2.70

$25 @ $1.50=37.50 $112.50

c

.

2 fir/25 Framei. .

$12.00 $ 36.00'
25 0 $2.00.50.00 $ 50.00

50 Fiche/hr.3.00 $ 3.00
.

.

$0.10/pnit.2.50 l' 2.50

1 hr/25 images*

$6.00 $ 18.00
$1.00/63 F.1.00 $ 1.00

$0.85/Master.1.8 $ 1.85

25 F Et $0.15=3.7 .$ 3.75.

Estimate $ '$ 30.00

$128/25 F $261175 F

. 4 .14
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Figure 11: Marginal Cost PatternsDual-Fiche VS Filmstrip

Recommengations

The Dual-Fiche development reported here is believed to have great
potential.in meeting the multiple objectives inherent in instructional
technology development. There are good reasons to believe that it can
be a cost-effective alterative for delivery of visually inteniive
instructional modules and that it woUld enjoy broad stUdent acceptance.
It is an lternative to the familiar AV media when the multimedia re-
quirement is not essential to the instructional strategy employed.

1h terms of the AIS"environment at Lowry AFB, or other environments
in which 'computer-based instruction is being applied, the Dual-Fiche
concept is particularly significant:

1.4 The concept ensures that "updating capability" is an inherent
feature of microfiche-;Jased instruction.

It ensures that color-intensive instruction can be delivered
through the microfiche medium as well as other types of in-
structional materials.

_---------

It ensures that the production cpab4lity can-be -li-trAfitferred"
to the cqurse developers and Air Force production agency.A

The principal reCommendation is to develop e concept further.
'This development should take place in an instruct nal environment in
which the refinement of techniques for producing% t e microfiche can

4
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proceed at the same time that a system. to support large scare use is
established. By developing and evaluating instructional modules while

building the capability, in terms of equipment and skilled pertIrns to

produce, ;codify, and update the modtiles, it will be posS,ib3e tt build
the base'. of experience needed to foster routine use of microforms.'"-

,

The starting point 'for implementing -the .reconnendation migtlt be to

select a course of, in'Struction, perhaps not a current AIS course, in

which the updating of inStructional modules ls an urgent. and recurring

problem. For certain.blocks of instruction in the course, instructional
materials (modules). would . be developed usind the AIS System, and' the
capability of "an' Air Force Production agency. As these materials 'are
evaluated (it would be desirable to incorporate the AIS testing cape-

tility as a part of the evaluatibon system), updated materials would be

introduced on a regular basis, and these'materials would al`so incorpp-
rate the .iiRprOveMents identified by the evaluation process. -Such. an

enyironment woOld act as a test bed to resolve conceptdal and technical
igsues-, and at prabtical results.are demonstrated, the capability would

be present to extend the prOven applications to other blocks and ulti-
- stately ^to other .courses driven° by the inherent need to modify or update

\,
1--course materials.

,

4
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Microfiche Evaluation Questionniare

(kor Use bY the Denver Research Institufe, Universitylif Denver)

A

You have been using computer-genet microfiche topres44,1. your

Block Test questions. We need your he1p,1 evaluating4thiS microrche-

;viewer system. Please coiplete this questi 140aire. ,

I. Your Social Security Number
,.0 i

.

2. Which Blocklit did you complete ing the mi'eofich
,

t ' %
3. Did you-have limy problems using them iche or,the viewer?

Consents

biddust or fingerprints on the microfiche cause poblem

Comments

1.

The Block Test questions were shown one-at-a-time on ttlil viewer

screen.. Was this ai-rangement satisfactory to you?

Comments

The microfiche can be made with either black print on a light back-

gYound, or white print on a clark background. Which type did you

use?

tight background ; Dark background

Please nake any suggestions you think would improve the microfiche

system.
1...4.1.4.1,1.an "Ai:TeAtkr

.4114

Thank you for your heft in this evaluation..



Student Evaluation ofAhe Microfiche'System'
(For Use by the Denver Research Institute, University of Denver

Your Instructor will show you how to operate the reader and insert
microfiche in the reader.

Wait for these instructions.

Always _handle the microfiche
top). (Dirt *Id fingerprints

.0 Keep microfiche. holder on top
changing microfiche'.

by their labels (at the
will impair,berformance.)

of.the rea6r except when

Aftet cleanup of the work stition,'complete the questions below andgive this sheet to your Instruct,lor. Return the microfiche holderto,the Instructor. Your commerks are very important for evaluating
and improving this newisystem.

o Your Social Security Number

o Did you use a _large reader or a small one ?

o After you had completed lessons 1 & 21 was the way the
lessons were organized on the film clear .to you?

Comments:

Did you have any problems in using the reader or changing
the microfiche?

Comments:

o Was dust or dirt on the microfiche a problem?

Comments:'

Was the presence of the TO information on the film helpful
tó ygu?

Comments:

Should the type."%ize of the text be made larger?

Comments:

o Would you comparevusing the' icrofiche system to using
illustrated texts?

Advaniages:

Disadvantages:

. 41



o Please make any suggesti9ns that you think would impr2ve

the microfiche system.

o Did you- notice that the first two microfiche you used

were different from the last two micrpfiche? We made two

versions of tile lessons and we need to know if you think

one version is better than the other.

The version with the pictures that filled the screen was
. .

abetter because

The version with the text beside each picture was better

because

Thank you for your help in the evaluation.
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